Abstract: A metrology system combining three laser speckle measurement techniques for simultaneous determination of 3D shape and micro-and macroscopic deformations is presented. While microscopic deformations are determined by a combination of Digital Holographic Interferometry (DHI) and Digital Speckle Photography (DSP), macroscopic 3D shape, position and deformation are retrieved by photogrammetry based on digital image correlation of a projected laser speckle pattern. The photogrammetrically obtained data extend the measurement range of the DHI-DSP system and also increase the accuracy of the calculation of the sensitivity vector. Furthermore, a precise assignment of microscopic displacements to the object's macroscopic shape for enhanced visualization is achieved. The approach allows for fast measurements with a simple setup. Key parameters of the system are optimized, and its precision and measurement range are demonstrated. As application examples, the deformation of a mandible model and the shrinkage of dental impression material are measured.
Introduction
Digital Holographic Interferometry (DHI) is a well-established method for the precise measurement of microscopic deformations [1, 2] . By employing DHI for the retrieval of the out-of-plane deformation component and combining it with Digital Speckle Photography (DSP) [3] for the measurement of the in-plane deformation components, 3D deformation fields can be acquired from a single pair of holograms with a simple experimental setup [4] .
We combine this technique with a photogrammetric method that allows the acquisition of the macroscopic three-dimensional shape of the object's surface. The 3D shape data is used for an accurate calculation of the sensitivity vector, which is necessary for the conversion of phase data acquired by DHI into deformation values. Furthermore, the shape measurement can be used to detect deformations exceeding the measurement ranges of DHI and DSP. Another benefit of the combination of these techniques is the possibility to precisely assign deformation data to the macroscopic shape of the object for visualization purposes.
The combination of Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry (ESPI) [2] , which is closely related to DHI, with a photogrammetric 3D coordinate measurement technique has been reported previously by Dirksen et al. [5] . However, the former approach required a manual analysis of corresponding points for 3D data acquisition and thus did not allow true full-field measurements. Approaches employing the fringe projection technique for 3D shape retrieval [6, 7] require an additional device for structured illumination. On the other hand, the acquisition of 3D data by automated correlation of a projected laser speckle pattern [8, 9] can utilize the same laser that is used for DHI and DSP. Furthermore, it is possible to employ this technique also simultaneously with DHI and DSP. While other recently introduced techniques for fast 3D data acquisition using laser-light patterns [10-12] offer a higher spatial resolution, our approach needs only a single stereo image instead of an image sequence, thus allowing higher temporal resolution.
The employed DHI technique [4] uses an off-axis configuration. For each state of the object only a single (spatially phase-biased) hologram has to be recorded. In comparison with (temporal) phase-shifting digital holography [13] [14] [15] , the temporal resolution is higher and the stability requirements are lower. Furthermore, the experimental setup is simpler because no device for shifting the phase of the reference wave (or for shifting the object [16] ) is needed.
As all three combined methods require only a single shot of the object during the deformation process and can be applied simultaneously, short measurement times can be achieved.
After a description of the basics of the combined techniques and their implementation, we investigate the influence of various parameters of the measurement system, e.g., the size of the projected speckles and the sizes of the apertures in front of the cameras, on the achieved measurement range and precision. The demands of the combined three speckle metrology techniques are to some extend contradictory and depend on the deformations to be measured. Hence, optimum parameter sets with regard to the expected deformations are discussed. Finally, we demonstrate the applicability of our approach by measuring the 3D deformation of a mandible model due to mechanical loading of an inserted dental implant.
Experimental methods

Speckle effect
The scattering of coherent light induced by a rough surface or in a medium with varying refractive index results in a spatially modulated intensity distribution that is called a speckle field [17] . If this primary speckle field is reflected by another rough surface, a secondary speckle field is generated, whose amplitudes are modulated by the primary (initial) speckle field. Our approach makes use of both these fields: The automated photogrammetric 3D shape acquisition evaluates the "objective" speckle pattern that is formed on the investigated surface by the primary speckle field. In DHI and DSP "subjective" speckle patterns are evaluated, i.e., speckle patterns that are formed in the image plane, when a surface illuminated by coherent light is imaged. For measurements using all 3 techniques simultaneously the investigated surface is illuminated by a primary speckle field. In this case the analyzed subjective speckle pattern corresponds to the imaged secondary speckle field.
Digital holographic interferometry
Digital Holographic Interferometry is a well-proven method for the contactless determination of microscopic deformations for non-destructive material analyses [1, 2] . In the presented approach, image plane DHI is used to determine deformations in direction of the optical axis of the measurement system (out-of-plane).
The illumination of the object by the expanded object beam leads to a speckle pattern that is imaged onto a digital sensor where it is superimposed with the (expanded) reference wave field to form a hologram (Fig. 1) . One hologram is recorded before and one after the deformation. The pair of holograms is then evaluated in order to determine the change of the object waves' (i.e., the light scattered by the object) phase distribution, which permits conclusions about the underlying deformation.
We employ the Fourier transform method [18] (following the approach described in [4] ) to retrieve the object wave's phase and intensity distributions (the latter is required for DSP). The necessary spatial phase gradient between object and reference wave is achieved by an offset of the reference wave from the optical axis.
To reconstruct the object wave front from a hologram, first its discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is calculated ( Fig. 2(a) ). Then one of the sidebands is isolated using an 11-sided polygon with smoothed edges as frequency filter function ( Fig. 2(b) ) and shifted to the origin of the frequency space. Calculating the inverse DFT yields the complex amplitude of the object wave from which phase and intensity distribution are available. In practice, the sidebands usually overlap with the speckle halo, i.e., the spectrum of the object wave's intensity distribution, and the spectrum of the reference wave (if it does not illuminate the sensor uniformly). This leads to a systematic error in the reconstruction of the object wave. To eliminate the spectrum of the reference wave, its intensity distribution is recorded separately before each measurement series and subtracted from the holograms. This is not possible for the intensity distribution of the object wave as it changes during the measurement. Hence, the reconstruction of the object wave is performed iteratively. In each iteration step the object wave's intensity distribution calculated in the previous step is subtracted from the original hologram.
When the phase distributions corresponding to the initial and deformed state have been determined, the difference between them is calculated. The resulting phase difference distribution ( Fig. 3(a) ) is wrapped modulo 2π. After being filtered with a sine-cosine filter that reduces noise while preserving the 2π discontinuities [19] , its continuous form (Fig. 3(b) ) is retrieved by phase unwrapping using the algorithm described in [20] . Then the underlying deformation ( ) , , d x y z  can be calculated using the relationship:
where Δφ represents the unwrapped phase map and λ constitutes the wavelength. The sensitivity vector ( ) , , S x y z  , i.e., the sum of the unit vectors in observation and illumination direction ( Fig. 1) , considers the imaging geometry of the measurement system. If the geometry of the experimental setup is chosen in such a way that the sensitivity of the interferometer focuses mainly in direction of the optical axis (z-axis), and if the in-plane deformations are small, we get:
Particularly in case of larger in-plane deformations, the results for d x and d y obtained by DSP can be used to solve Eq. (1) for d z more accurately.
Digital speckle photography
Digital Speckle Photography [3] is applied to determine surface displacements perpendicular to the optical axis of the measurement system. When a diffusely reflecting surface is illuminated by coherent laser light, a lateral shift of the surface causes a proportional lateral shift of the generated speckle pattern. This relation can be used to determine lateral displacements of surface regions by quantifying the lateral shift of the corresponding regions in images of the speckle patterns before and after deformation/translation of the object.
For this purpose, Digital Image Correlation (DIC) [21] is employed: the speckle image of the initial object state is defined as reference image and divided into small square regions (sub-images). These sub-images are then searched for in the so-called search image, i.e., the image of the deformed state. This is done by comparing the sub-image of the reference image to different sub-images of the search image, calculating the similarity for each combination and, finally, by identifying the sub-image of the search image that yields the highest similarity value. In our case the similarity is quantified by the two-dimensional cross-correlation coefficient [21] ( ) ( )
Here, m is the (odd) width and height of the sub-images, f 1 and f 2 represent the intensity distributions of the reference and search image, respectively, u 0 and v 0 are the pixel coordinates of the center point of the sub-image in the reference image, u 0 + U 0 and v 0 + V 0 denote the pixel coordinates of the center of a sub-image in the search image. Those values for U 0 and V 0 that maximize C (Fig. 4) state the average displacement of the central point of the sub-image in pixel lengths, which can be converted to metric lengths using the calibrated imaging scale. In order to evaluate Eq. (3) more efficiently the calculations are carried out in the spectral domain. Sub-pixel accuracy is achieved by determining the maximum of the estimated continuous correlation function that is obtained by a Fourier series expansion of the peak of the discrete correlation function C(U 0 ,V 0 ) [21] .
As described in the previous section, for simultaneous measurements with DHI and DSP the speckle pattern, i.e., the intensity of the object wave, can be reconstructed from the recorded hologram using the Fourier-transform method.
3D shape acquisition by correlation of a projected speckle pattern
The macroscopic shape and position of the object are determined by stereophotogrammetry, a measurement technique that allows the determination of 3D coordinates from at least two images captured from different positions [22, 23] . A crucial step in the evaluation process is the identification of common or corresponding points in the images. Our approach to automate this task is to illuminate the object with a speckle pattern (generated by a laser beam that passes a ground glass diffuser), recording an image pair with two digital cameras and using digital image correlation (see previous sect.) to identify corresponding image points. The centers of matching sub-images are considered as corresponding image points. As corresponding image regions might differ considerably due to the differences of perspectives ( Fig. 5 ), a DIC algorithm based on the algorithm proposed by Lu and Cary [24] is used, which takes larger geometric distortions of the sub-images into account. In order to simplify the correspondence analysis the image pair is rectified [25] prior to application of the DIC algorithm in such a way that corresponding image points are located in the same image row (Fig. 5) . Thus, only distortions in one direction (here: horizontal) have to be considered. Interfering "subjective" speckle patterns are eliminated from the images with a Gaussian filter (kernel size: 5 x 5 pixels). In order to quantify the similarity between two sub-images, we use a sum of squared differences correlation coefficient that takes on its minimum value when the maximum similarity between sub-images is reached:
In Eq. (4), f(u, v) and g(u, v) represent the discrete gray level distributions of the images recorded by the first/left and second/right camera respectively, m is the (odd) width of the subsets. The parameters u 0 and v 0 are the pixel coordinates of the center point of the subimage in the left image, while W represents an intensity offset between the sub-image in the left image and the corresponding region in the right image and Δu is calculated by
U 0 describes the horizontal displacement of the sub-image center, thus leading to the desired point (u 0 + U 0 , v 0 ) in the right image. U u , U v and U uu , U vv , U uv are the components of the first-and second-order displacement gradients, resp.
The minimization of C is handled as non-linear least-squares problem using the iterative Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [26] . The starting values are obtained by calculating C for a series of values for U 0 and U u (usually the parameters with the highest absolute values) with all other parameters set to zero and finding the set that yields the lowest value for C.
The occurrence of false point correspondences is minimized by employing a threshold for C and checking for violations of the ordering constraint environment. Points with less than 9 neighbors in the 5 x 5 vicinity are also removed. Finally, the coordinates of the 3D points belonging to valid correspondences are calculated.
Experimental setup
The experimental setup (Fig. 6 ) comprises an image plane DHI setup for out-of-plane measurements with a modified illumination component and two additional cameras.
A frequency doubled Nd:YAG cw laser with a wavelength of 532 nm and a power of 150 mW (Compass 315M-150, Coherent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) serves as light source. A combination of a rotatable half-wave plate and a polarizing beam splitter is employed to variably divide the laser light into an object and a reference beam. The object beam is focused on a ground glass to generate a speckle pattern that is used to illuminate the device under test. The average size of the projected speckles can be adjusted by changing the distance between ground glass and lens L2, which alters the illuminated area of the ground glass. The reference beam is coupled into a single-mode fiber. The light scattered back from the object, i.e., the object wave, is imaged onto the sensor of a monochrome CCD camera (C3) with a spatial resolution of 1600 x 1200 pixels and 256 gray levels (DMK 51BU02, The Imaging Source, Bremen, Germany) equipped with a 75 mm C-Mount lens (23FM75L, Tamron, Saitama, Japan; f-number: 3.9). The image field of view corresponds to approx. 33 x 25 mm 2 . An offset between reference and object wave is introduced to generate a spatial phase gradient of β x = 0.50ν Ny,x , β y = 0.48ν Ny,y for spatial phase shifting, where ν Ny,x denotes the horizontal and ν Ny,y the vertical sampling frequency. Reference wave and object beam (before it is reflected from the object's surface) are vertically polarized (normal to the plane containing the beams). Two additional monochrome CCD cameras (C1, C2; 1280 x 960 pixels, 256 gray levels; DMK 41BF02, The Imaging Source) with 50 mm C-Mount lenses (23FM50SP/23FM50, Tamron) are used to record a stereo image pair of the object. The field of view is 50 x 38 mm 2 in size.
For the investigation of the precision of DHI a white-painted metal beam is tilted, for the investigation of the precision of DSP a plate is translated. Both operations are performed with a piezo motor linear stage (CONEX-AG-LS25-27P, Newport, Irvine, CA, USA). The stage is calibrated prior to the measurement. For this purpose, an array of circular marks is temporarily fixed to the plate. The shift of these marks is acquired by fitting ellipses to the marks in the images from before and after the shift, and calculating the average translation of the centers of these ellipses. 
System calibration
For the acquisition of 3D coordinates the system has to be calibrated photogrammetrically. The interior and exterior parameters of all three cameras are retrieved employing the method of Zhang [27,28] using a small plane pattern of circular marks as calibration target.
For precise calculation of the sensitivity vector the positions of the diaphragm and the collimator lens in front of the ground glass have to be determined. This task is also performed photogrammetrically by using a digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera (D7000, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) with a field of view large enough to capture both devices as well as an additional medium-sized calibration target (80 mm x 60 mm). This target is used to determine the exterior parameters of the DSLR in the following photogrammetric measurements of the position of the small calibration target, the diaphragm and the collimator lens in front of the ground glass. In the final calibration step the transformation between the coordinate system of the DSLR measurements and the measurement system is calculated based on the coordinates of the points on the smaller calibration target determined by each method. Using this transformation the location of the diaphragm and the collimator lens in front of the ground glass are gained in the coordinate system of the measurement system.
Software
Software for image acquisition and camera calibration was written in C++ using the Microsoft DirectX programming interface, the free library OpenCV [28] and libraries from The Imaging Source (Bremen, Germany).
For retrieval of 3D shape and deformation from the recorded images another software has been developed. It uses the programming language C# and the free numeric libraries Alglib 
Methods for characterization and optimization of the combined system
It is expected that some of the key parameters of our approach have opposing effects on the performance of the combined techniques. Thus, in a first step each technique is optimized individually. Afterwards, recommended parameter sets for combined measurements are derived.
The quality of data retrieval with DHI is characterized by quantifying the noise of wrapped phase difference distributions modulo 2π that are obtained from a vertically tilted white-painted metal beam. Therefore, the standard deviation of the original measured data to low-pass filtered data is calculated [31] . For filtering, the sine and cosine of the phase difference distribution are smoothed separately by successive application of an average filter. For measurements with a fixed tilt of the painted metal beam a kernel size of 9 x 3 pixels is used while for measurements with varying tilts a kernel of 9 x 1 pixels is applied. Each filter is applied 30 times [19] .
To characterize the accuracy of the reconstruction of the object wave's intensity distribution the normalized cross correlation between reconstructed and separately recorded intensity distributions is calculated [4] .
For performance evaluation of DSP, a glass plate with an attached piece of white paper is translated horizontally with a linear stage. The precision of the measured in-plane displacements is characterized by their standard deviation. Outliers are defined as values smaller than Q1 -3(IQR) or larger than Q 3 + 3(IQR) and are discarded, where Q 1 and Q 3 are the first and third quartiles of the measured displacements, respectively, and IQR denotes the interquartile range.
The precision of the 3D data acquisition by projection of a speckle pattern is quantified by measuring a 3D printed white-painted spherical surface (radius: 15 mm) and determining the mean distance of the measured data to a reference data set. The reference data is obtained by measuring the shape of the surface using a fringe projection system (Atos, GOM, Braunschweig, Germany). A least squares best-fit is employed to transform both measurements into the same coordinate system. 
Determination of mean speckle size
The mean speckle size is defined as the width of the normalized autocorrelation function of the imaged speckle pattern. It is calculated by fitting a two-dimensional Gaussian function to the normalized two-dimensional autocorrelation function and retrieving its average full width at half maximum. The autocorrelation function is determined for an area that is located in the middle of the image and measures 512 x 512 pixels. The size of the projected speckles is given for one of the outer cameras (C1) and an f-number of 2.8. A speckle size of 17.2 pixels (px) corresponds to a speckle size of 23.9 px in the images of the camera used for DHI/DSP, a size of 7.5 px to 9.7 px and a size of 3 px to 2.8 px, for example.
Results
Optimization of the interferometric unit
First, the influence of the ratio between the mean intensities of the reference and object wave I R /I O on the phase noise and the correlation between the distributions of reconstructed and separately measured object wave intensities is investigated. This is performed with and without a polarizing filter in front of the diaphragm for a tilt resulting in approx. 23 phase difference fringes mod 2π, which corresponds to a maximum displacement of approx. 6 µm. The average size of the projected speckles is 3 px and the size of the aperture of the diaphragm corresponds to a diameter of the sideband's circumcircle of 0.83 ν Ny,x (abbr. A2 in the further text). In addition, reference measurements without projected speckles, i.e., with homogenous illumination, are made. The intensity ratio is determined by calculating the ratio of the mean gray values of separately recorded images of reference and object wave. The results show that intensity ratios from 5:1 to 20:1 (I R /I O ) lead to the lowest phase noise and highest correlation ( Fig. 7(a) ). While the use of a polarizing filter seems to slightly increase the phase noise in the optimum range of the intensity ratio, it enhances the correlation of the object wave's intensity distribution by 20-50%.
Based on these results, for all further investigations the intensity ratio between reference and object wave is set to approx. 13:1. Figure 7(b) shows the phase noise and the correlation of the intensity distribution of the reconstructed object wave for different aperture sizes and sizes of projected speckles (with polarizing filter, tilt resulting in approx. 23 phase difference fringes mod 2π).
The phase noise increases with increasing size of the projected speckles and decreasing aperture size. On the other hand, the correlation of the intensity distribution is basically independent of these parameters. Next, the measurement range is investigated. To this end, the metal beam is tilted so that maximum displacements between 0 and 42 µm result. Aperture A1 is chosen (the diameter of the sideband's circumcircle amounts to v Ny,x ). Figure 8 shows that the phase noise increases for increasing displacements. The results indicate that the polarizing filter reduces the noise for small displacements (<6 µm). For larger displacements the noise is lower for the configuration without filter. For all configurations, phase noise increases with increasing speckle size. The lowest phase noise for each displacement is obtained without speckle projection.
Optimization of the DSP unit
For the optimization of DSP the standard deviations of the measured displacements for commanded displacements between 1 and 250 µm are determined in dependence on the aperture size and the mean size of the projected speckles. The sub-images measure 64 x 64 px and lie on a regular grid with a spacing of 64 px (391 sub-images per image). A polarizing filter is used. As can be seen in Fig. 9(a) , the measurement range is larger for larger projected speckles. While there are exceptions for displacements smaller than 10 µm, larger apertures result in smaller standard deviations (for a given size of the projected speckles) as do larger projected speckles (for a given aperture size). Noteworthy numbers of outliers (>5) (data not shown) usually occur only in measurements whose standard deviations indicate the upper limit of the measurement range for the chosen parameter set.
The polarizing filter as well as recording the object wave's intensity distribution separately instead of reconstructing it from holograms slightly improve the precision but do not extend the measurement range ( Fig. 9(b) ). Using a homogenous illumination instead of projecting a speckle pattern leads to higher precision and a larger measurement range (standard deviations less than 2% of the displacement for displacements ranging from 9 µm to 950 µm) (Fig. 9(b) ). 
Optimization of the photogrammetric unit
For the optimization of the 3D shape acquisition the influence of the size of the projected speckles and the apertures of the outer cameras (C1, C2) is investigated. In the correlation process a subset size of 33 x 33 px and a grid spacing of 16 px are used. The images are preprocessed using a Gaussian filter with a kernel size of 5 x 5 px. Before filtering, the gray level histograms of the images are equalized [32] . The threshold for the correlation coefficient is set to The results indicate that the lowest deviations from the reference measurement are obtained for average speckle sizes between 5.5 and 7 pixels (Fig. 11(a) ). The number of successfully reconstructed 3D points increases with the speckle size (Fig. 11(b) ). F-numbers ranging from f/2.8 to f/5.6 yield the lowest mean deviations from the 3D reference measurement, f-numbers from f/4 to f/8 the highest numbers of 3D points.
Discussion
The results in sections 3.1 and 3.2 show that the highest performance of DHI and DSP is achieved with homogenous illumination, but using an additional speckle pattern for illumination does not present a major restriction. While larger projected speckles are advantageous for the precision and measurement range of DSP ( Fig. 9(a), Fig. 10 ), they increase phase noise in DHI, where smaller projected speckles are preferable (Fig. 7(b) ). Unwrapping of phase difference maps with high fringe densities is observed with less unwrapping error for smaller projected speckles even though the quantity of the phase noise might be higher. Successful unwrapping, however, depends on many factors, e.g., the used phase unwrapping algorithm, fringe density and variations in fringe orientation.
Apparently, the projection of speckles amplifies speckle de-correlation [33] . For DHI this is less critical, as the dimensions of the projected speckles, especially in illumination/viewing direction [17] , are typically large compared to the investigated deformations. However, translations in the optimal measurement range of DSP (9-950 µm with homogenous illumination) are at least of the same magnitude as the dimensions of the projected speckles in the measurement plane.
For 3D data acquisition larger projected speckles lead to a more robust correspondence analysis, and thereby to a higher number of successfully reconstructed 3D points (Fig. 11(b) ). The highest precision is obtained with speckle sizes between 5.5 and 7 px (Fig. 11(a) ). However, this result is most likely only valid for the investigated sub-image size of 33 x 33 px. Further investigations (data not shown) revealed that with 53 x 53 px sub-images the highest precision is obtained for speckles larger than 8 px (the lowest deviations are around 35% higher than with 33 x 33 px sub-images, though). These results confirm qualitatively our previous findings presented and more thoroughly discussed in [8] .
In conclusion, for simultaneous measurements the optimum choice of the size of the projected speckles depends on the magnitude and direction of the expected deformations. Table 1 summarizes recommended speckle sizes for different deformation ranges. A speckle size of 10 px corresponds to approx. 0.4 mm in the object plane. These recommendations are not universal and will have to be adapted to the used imaging setup. Note that deformation measurements with the presented 3D data acquisition method are restricted in that the projected pattern is not fixed to the surface of the object under test. For example, a vertical translation of a vertically aligned cylinder cannot be retrieved. Furthermore, with increasing in-plane deformations the DHI phase noise will increase due to speckle de-correlation. The DHI phase noise can be reduced by compensation of the speckle de-correlation by shifting the reconstructed object wave's complex amplitude back based on DSP displacement data [4, 33] . The results in Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 10 show that the aperture of the diaphragm in front of the camera used for DHI and DSP (C3) should be as large as possible. A larger aperture causes smaller subjective speckles, shorter exposure times and a smaller depth of field. The latter is of minor significance for the investigations described in section 3.1 and 3.2 as only flat objects aligned nearly parallel to the image plane were tilted and shifted. For less parallel surfaces the smaller depth of field will likely reduce the precision in areas not in focus.
Smaller exposure times allow a faster data acquisition and lead to less image noise, which benefits the precision of DHI and DSP. Smaller subjective speckles result in an increased spatial resolution. In DSP smaller subjective speckles mean that the subsets contain more information in form of gray value variations and might allow more precise calculations. The upper limit of the aperture size is given by the fact that for the FTM to work properly the sidebands in the spectrum must not overlap each other. In addition, the subjective speckles must be large enough to be resolvable by the camera sensor.
The intensity ratio between reference wave and object wave influences the exposure time and is also reflected in the spatial frequency distribution of the hologram. The lower I R /I O , the higher is the relative intensity of the speckle halo in the frequency domain and the more considerable is its overlap with the sidebands. This results in a higher demand for its removal from the spectrum. For a fixed overall intensity a lower ratio I R /I O also means longer exposure times (hence, more noise), as in practice almost the entire laser light is used for object illumination and I O is hence almost solely controlled by the exposure time. On the other hand, the modulation decreases and the influence of quantization errors increases for increasing I R /I O . Intensity ratios from 5:1 to 20:1 appear to be the best compromise (Fig. 7(a) ).
A polarizing filter incorporated into the observation path eliminates light with an improper polarization. While the polarization filter clearly leads to a more accurate reconstruction of the object wave's intensity distribution ( Fig. 7(a) ) and higher precision in DSP (Fig. 10) , it does not improve the performance for the detection of optical path length changes with DHI (Fig. 8) . Apparently, errors in the reconstruction introduced by mismatching polarization are compensated by the subtraction of the two phase maps modulo 2π. Phase differences maps obtained without the polarizing filter actually appear slightly improved with respect to phase noise (Fig. 8) . A comparative measurement using a neutral density filter instead of the polarizing filter indicates that this is not caused by increased exposure times due to the lower intensity of the object wave resulting from light absorption. The reason for this behavior remains unclear. Accordingly, the polarizing filter should not be used if primarily out-ofplane deformations are to be measured (especially since the use of the filter increases the measurement time).
From the results in Fig. 11 it can be concluded that for the 3D data acquisition apertures with f-numbers f/4 or f/5.6 can be regarded as the best compromise considering the number of found correspondences and their accuracy. On the one hand, a larger aperture results in less image noise (due to shorter exposure times) and smaller subjective speckles. Subjective speckles have to be considered noise in this context, as they differ for both cameras, thus interfering with the correlation process, which aims to find similar structures of objective speckles. On the other hand, a larger aperture reduces the depth of field and hence the area that can be evaluated.
The reconstruction of the object wave's intensity distribution from the hologram proves to be highly accurate (Fig. 7(b) ). Consequently, this reconstructed intensity distribution could more than likely replace the image of camera C1 or C2 in 3D shape acquisition, rendering one of these cameras unnecessary.
Application examples
To demonstrate the applicability of our approach, first the three-dimensional deformation of a mandible model due to mechanical loading of an inserted dental implant is determined. The model measures 70 x 36 x 30 mm (W x D x H) and consists of rigid polymer. It was fabricated using a 3D printer and spray-coated with laser scanning spray. The implant (diameter: 2.5 mm, length: 9 mm) is made of titanium and provided with a ball abutment. Using a force gauge a load of 20 N is applied to the top of the implant. For 3D shape acquisition speckles with a diameter of 14 px are projected and a sub-image size of 53 x 53 px is used (aperture: f/4; grid spacing: 16 px). Although very small deformations are expected, the DHI-DSP measurement is carried out simultaneously for demonstration (aperture: A1; without polarizing filter; sub-image size: 64 x 64 px; grid spacing: 64 px). The obtained results are depicted in Fig. 12 . It shows the acquired surface in pseudocolors according to the measured out-of-plane deformation and arrows indicating the in-plane deformation. In addition, the entire 3D model of the mandible (as it was constructed) and a cylinder indicating the position of the implant are shown. The 3D model has been transformed into the coordinate system of the measurement system by a least squares best-fit to the measured surface data. Although the observed in-plane deformations are below the optimum measurement range of the setup, the presented approach proves to be feasible.
In the second application example, the shrinkage of dental impression material (alginate) is observed. The alginate is filled into a metal impression tray. A spherical impression is formed by pushing a steel ball (diameter: 8 mm) into the alginate. For 3D shape acquisition speckles with a diameter of 7.5 px are projected. As the alginate is partly translucent, the projected speckles appear blurred and approx. three times larger. Hence, a large sub-image size of 83 x 83 px is chosen (aperture: f/4; grid spacing: 16 px). DHI measurements are carried out simultaneously (aperture: A1; without polarizing filter). The measurement starts 80 minutes after the impression has been made. 
Conclusions
A measurement system combining Digital Holographic Interferometry (DHI), Digital Speckle Photography (DSP) and photogrammetry based on digital image correlation of a projected laser speckle pattern has been presented. The influence of key parameters like the intensity ratio between object and reference wave as well as the sizes of the projected speckles and apertures on precision and measurement range was characterized. Our results show that DHI and DSP can be applied in combination with a projected speckle pattern for the simultaneous acquisition of macroscopic 3D shape data. This is especially useful for the observation of fast 3D deformations where short measurement times are crucial. As the size of the projected speckles had shown an opposing effect on the performance of DHI and DSP, recommendations for the choice of this parameter with regard to the expected deformations were provided.
Despite some constraints (reduced spatial resolution, no tracking of specific surface points), the photogrammetric method provides a useful tool to extend the measurement range of DSP and DHI. Other advantages of the presented approach are the more accurate calculation of the sensitivity vector and the option to precisely assign measured deformations to the macroscopic shape of the investigated object/specimen. This allows an improved visualization of the observed deformations, which was demonstrated in the measurement of the deformation of a mandible model due to mechanical loading of an inserted dental implant and the monitoring of the shrinkage of dental impression material. Furthermore, it can be used to compare measured deformations with data from numerical simulations, e.g., finite element analyses.
In comparison to previous approaches that combine measurements of microscopic 3D deformations and macroscopic shape acquisition [6] , the proposed experimental setup is rather simple. It could be further simplified by eliminating one of the cameras used for the 3D shape measurement. Instead, the object wave's intensity distribution reconstructed from a hologram could be used.
